Presse Release
Passing the gas check temporarily no requisite for obtaining
German HU vehicle inspection approval
As an insurance and safety precaution, owners of leisure vehicles should
nonetheless continue to have their liquid gas systems inspected at twoyear intervals
Frankfurt am Main, 4 February 2020
Since 1 January, failing to have a leisure vehicle’s liquid gas installations undergo a
technical inspection, or to present a valid inspection result, no longer results in
denial of Germany’s HU vehicle inspection sticker. Temporary revocation of the
previous rule is promulgated by Germany’s recently adopted new version of its
regulation governing technical inspections of motor vehicles (HU-Richtlinie).
However, the German caravanning industry association CIVD recommends that, as
an insurance and safety related precaution, all owners of caravans and motor
caravans continue having the liquid gas installations in their vehicles inspected by a
certified professional at two-year intervals.

Since 1 January of this year, motor caravans and caravans need no longer have their
onboard liquid gas systems inspected in order for their vehicles to pass Germany’s HU
technical inspection. Up until 31 December of 2019, failure to obtain the G 607certificate attesting that liquid gas installations had passed an inspection led to denial
of the HU sticker. The German law entitled HU-Richtlinie of 31 December 2919, which
was published in the Verkehrsblatt 24/2019 Nr. 176 and which supplants the previous
version, promulgates that enforcement of the regulation is to be suspended until 1
January 2023. The reason given for this change is the lack of accuracy and reliability of
the instruments used for the inspection, owing to calibration issues. Plans call for
fleshing out the requirements to which these instruments are subject during the threeyear suspension.

Liquid gas heaters still subject to inspection for the HU
The new law does not promulgate any change in the regulation governing liquid gas
heaters in leisure vehicles, their inspection being part of the HU. According to
Germany’s Ministry of Transport, disallowed, damaged or inadequately fastened
components are still considered to be a significant defect and will continue to lead to
denial of the HU sticker. To avoid this, motor caravan and caravan owners should
continue the practice of having their liquid gas heaters inspected by a qualified
professional prior to the HU inspection.

Gas installations in leisure vehicles should in any case be inspected every two years
Although liquid gas installations in leisure vehicles won’t need to pass the gas check to
pass the HU inspection again until 2023, the German caravanning industry association
CIVD recommends that caravan and motor caravan owners have their liquid gas
systems undergo the G 607 inspection in the meantime in the usual two-year interval,
and that such inspections be carried out by a certified professional. “All leisure vehicle
owners are still responsible for the safety of their onboard liquid gas installations,”
notes Jost Krüger, Technical Director of the CIVD. “By having their motor caravans and
caravans undergo and pass the G 607 inspection, the owners of these vehicles
demonstrate that their onboard liquid gas installations are in good order and
condition. This has the twofold advantage of guaranteeing the general safety and at
the same time being on the safe side in the event an insurance claim is filed,” Mr.
Krüger said. “And apart from that, many camp sites require leisure vehicles to be
emblazoned with a valid gas inspection sticker. Owners of motor caravans and
caravans whose vehicles are lacking this certification run the risk of being refused
admission to certain camp sites,” Mr. Krüger added.

For further information about caravanning, please visit our web sites:
caravaning-info.de or www.civd.de, where there are also photos available for downloading.
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About Caravaning Industrie Verband e. V.
Caravaning Industrie Verband (CIVD) is the trade association for the industrial arm of the
German caravanning sector. Our members include German and European caravan and motor
caravan manufacturers, numerous caravan and motor caravan supply vendors and service
providers, as well as public institutions and associations. Founded in 1962, CIVD represents the
interests of the German caravanning industry for all matters of concern to its members,
through lobbying and other communication measures directed at German and European
political institutions and government authorities. The CIVD is also the ideal sponsor for
CARAVAN SALON, the world’s largest caravanning industry trade show. In this capacity CIVD
plays a pivotal role in promoting the progress and development of the European caravanning
industry.

